The Stolen Gem
Written by Kayla B. and Kendell M.
Alert News! Alert News! The most wanted person has escaped from jail!
Also, somebody has stolen the diamond gem from the glass castle! Can Greyson
and Mary find out who stole the diamond gem?
One morning, 13 year old Greyson and 12 year old Mary woke up hearing
the terrible news about the stolen gem at the glass castle! Greyson said, “We can
be brave, strong, and be detectives. So how about we find the gem?!” “Yes!
Another adventure!” Mary said. “I’m in.” Their last aventure was scary, but fun.
“I can’t belive I said a tsunami was fun.” Replied Greyson. “Let’s head outside to
the clubhouse.”
They dived into their backyard wearing coats, mittens and hats. They have
discovered that the glass castle was very cold. “Last time we went there, oh, it
was a disaster. We were almost sent to death!” cried Mary. “You’re right,” said
Greyson, concerned, “I hope that doesn’t happen again.” Climbing into the
secret-flying clubhouse, they pulled a red, shiny ribbon and…whoosh! A sparkle
lifted them and they flew off, leaving a trail of sparkles behind them.
As Mary and Greyson spotted some snow, they knew they were close.
They felt as if they were flying in a hot air balloon. Mary and Greysen landed
gracefully. The grand castles doors opened and Greyson said “Let’s hurry before
it closes!” Running toward the castle, they saw the mossy mess. The glass was
filled with moss except the glass, which had no diamond to be seen. That’s when
they realized that the terrible news was true! “We need to start investigating.”
Greyon reponsed. Mary said, “I found some footprints!” She was thinking whose
they were. They followed the muddy footprints until Greyson saw two trails.
Both trails didn’t have foot prints. The footprints were completely gone. They
decided that they would follow the right trail. Ice covered lakes and rivers.
“Watch out yelled Mary. Greyson didn’t listen and slipped across the ice! Mary
slid and Greyson could finally reach Mary’s hand, plonk! “Ouch!” They cried.
They both landed in the snow.

After shaking off the snow, Mary peered back at the frozen lake and said,
“at least we made it.” Greyson spotted some light coming from the beach. He
grabbed Mary’s hand and said. “Let’s go.”
The sed shimmered and Greyson saw a brown ship. Mary climbed into a
kayak that was near them. “Let’s use this kayak to get to the boat!” exclaimed
Mary. Greyson climbed in and started rowing.
When they were close enough to reach the boat, they leaped onto the
narrow edge and looked through a hole. There were pirates dancing around the
steering wheel. Something shimmered from the steering wheel. “Greyson,”
Mary whispered, “I think I see the gem!” “It’s surrounded,” Greyson said. “With
pirates.”
Mary and Greyson brainstormed some ideas to get the gem. “How ‘bout
you distrat them and while you lead them away, I’ll grab the gem and we’ll go.
Here’s your walkie-talkie. Let’s start!” Mayr said after lots of brainstorming.
Greyson reached into his bag and pulled some pirate clothes out. When he
was dressed, he forced himself into the hole. He popped out and said to the
pirates, “Hey pirates! Let’s head downstairs and tell jokes!” The pirates were
ready for some laughs!
Mary squeezed through the same hole as Greyson when the pirates left the
top. She pulled and pulled on the steering wheel and the gem. She realized that
the pirates had sqeezed glue onto the gem! Finally, it popped off onto the edge
of the boat! Before it could fall, Mary caught the gem and returned to the kayak.
Mary told Greyson she was by the kayak. Greysen heard from his pocket.
He crept to the kayak and they started kayaking back to the glass castle. They
gave it to the Crystal Queen and now known as their national hero.
The End
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Greyson and Mary have a big problem. The gem from the glass castle is
gone! Can they get the gem back?
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